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ABSTRACT
Introduction Despite considerable improvements in 
vaccination coverage over the last decade, half of the 
world’s unvaccinated and undervaccinated children are 
located in Africa. The role of institutional trust in explaining 
vaccination gaps has been highlighted in several 
qualitative reports but so far has only been quantified in a 
small number of high- income countries.
Methods We matched information on child vaccination 
status from the Demographic Health Surveys with 
information on institutional trust from the Afrobarometer 
surveys at the subnational level. A total of 166 953 
children from 41 surveys administered in 22 African 
countries covering 216 subnational regions were used. 
Based on a principal component analysis, we constructed 
an institutional mistrust index that combined the level 
of mistrust in the head of state, parliament, electoral 
system, courts and local government. Associations 
between institutional mistrust and child vaccination uptake 
were assessed with multivariable fixed effects logistic 
regressions that controlled for time- invariant subnational 
region characteristics and various child, caregiver, 
household and community characteristics.
Results A 1 SD increase in the institutional mistrust index 
was associated with a 10% (95% CI of ORs: 1.03 to 1.18) 
increase in the likelihood that a child had not received 
any of eight basic vaccines and with a 6% decrease in the 
likelihood a child had received all of the basic vaccines 
(95% CI: 0.92 to 0.97). Institutional mistrust was negatively 
associated with the likelihood that a child had received 
each of the eight basic vaccinations (p<0.05).
Conclusions Child vaccination rates in Africa are 
considerably lower in areas in which the local population 
displays high levels of mistrust towards local authorities. 
Institutional mistrust is an important dimension of vaccine 
hesitancy, considered as one of the most important 
threats to global health. Empowering local authorities 
with resources and communication strategies to address 
institutional mistrust may be needed to close the remaining 
vaccination gaps in Africa.

INTRODUCTION
Immunisation is one of the most cost- effective 
public health interventions to prevent child 
mortality and morbidity.1 The adoption of the 
Global Vaccine Action Plan in 2012 provided 
a roadmap to promote equitable access to 
vaccines and to reach the Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals (SDG) towards Universal 

Health Coverage.2 The last two decades 
have shown progress in vaccination coverage 
that has translated into a global decline in 
the incidence of and mortality from infec-
tious diseases.3 In the last decade, however, 
progress has stalled. The share of children 
receiving three doses of diphtheria- tetanus- 
pertussis- containing vaccines, for instance, 

Key questions

What is already known?
 ► Evidence from a small number of high- income coun-
tries shows how parents who report low trust in 
national authorities are less likely to vaccinate their 
children.

 ► Qualitative studies conducted in Africa similarly 
suggest that mistrust towards local and national au-
thorities could be an important contributor to vaccine 
hesitancy.

 ► Overall, the available evidence on the role of trust in 
public institutions influencing vaccination uptake is 
scarce with limited attention to confounding factors 
that may affect both vaccination uptake and public 
trust towards local authorities.

What are the new findings?
 ► To our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive at-
tempt to quantify the role of institutional mistrust on 
child vaccination uptake in low- income and middle- 
income countries.

 ► Using multivariable subnational region fixed effects 
logistic regressions, we found that a 1 SD increase 
in institutional mistrust in a given subnational region 
was associated with a 10% increase in the likeli-
hood that a child had not received any of eight basic 
vaccines and with a 6% decrease in the likelihood a 
child had received all of the basic vaccines.

What do the new findings imply?
 ► Our findings indicate that institutional mistrust is 
an important barrier in reaching universal child im-
munisation in Africa—the region that is most lag-
ging behind in achieving universal child vaccination 
coverage.

 ► Low levels of institutional trust pose a significant risk 
to vaccination campaigns and call for empowering 
local authorities with resources and effective com-
munication strategies.
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has plateaued at 85% while the incidence of measles has 
increased.3

Despite remarkable progress over the last two decades 
in improving vaccination coverage, Africa continues to 
lag behind. At the end of 2018, nearly half of the world’s 
unvaccinated and undervaccinated children were located 
in Africa.4 Moreover, two- thirds of the 53 countries that are 
not in the course of meeting the SDG target of reducing 
under-5 mortality to at least 25 per 1000 live births by 
2030 are located in Africa.3 Within Africa, Eastern and 
Southern Africa have higher child vaccination coverages 
than West and Central Africa.5 However, more refined 
data reveal substantial inequalities both across and within 
countries.6–9 While the persistence of subnational pockets 
of low vaccination coverage in Africa has been attributed 
to societal, cultural and religious considerations as well as 
to limited access to vaccination services and to caregiver 
knowledge gaps,6 10 11 a number of experts highlight the 
role of vaccine hesitancy in hindering progress towards 
universal child immunisation coverage.12–15 The Strategic 
Advisory Group of Experts on Immunisation defined 
vaccine hesitancy as ‘a delay in acceptance or refusal of 
vaccination despite availability of vaccination services’.16

A key dimension of vaccine hesitancy relates to 
trust17 18; lack of trust in the vaccines, mistrust in the 
health service sector that provides them and mistrust in 
the authorities that decide on vaccination schedules and 
oversee the provision of health services.16 A systematic 
review of qualitative studies in low- income and middle- 
income countries reported that a lack of trust in vaccina-
tion programmes was the second most frequent concern 
leading to undervaccination.19 Similarly, a recent large- 
scale quantitative analysis across 149 countries showed 
that vaccine uptake increases with confidence in the 
effectiveness and safety of vaccines, as well as confidence 
in medical advice provided by healthcare workers.15

Institutional mistrust—that is, the lack of trust in local 
and national authorities—has been documented to be an 
important contributor to vaccine hesitancy and refusal 
across high- income countries.20 21 Lack of trust in govern-
ments has been found to lead parents to question the 
vaccine information they receive from health authorities 
and thus affect parents’ decisions to vaccinate their chil-
dren.19 22 The underlying intentions of the institutions 
involved in vaccination programmes are also being ques-
tioned.20 For example, in some contexts, vaccine- hesitant 
parents widely believe that vaccine programmes are initi-
ated to maximise profits of pharmaceutical companies 
that develop and distribute the vaccines.23 24 Institutional 
mistrust is also related to concerns about vaccine safety, 
particularly among historically neglected and marginal-
ised groups.25 26

The role of institutional mistrust in explaining vaccine 
uptake in Africa has received less research attention.19 27 
Qualitative evidence suggests that institutional mistrust is 
linked to vaccine hesitancy and refusal across the conti-
nent, including in Chad,28 the Democratic Republic of 
Congo,29 Mozambique,30 Nigeria31 and South Sudan.32 

Apart from an insightful case study from the Democratic 
Republic of Congo during the Ebola disease epidemic,33 
quantitative evidence on the role of institutional trust in 
vaccine hesitancy and uptake is rare. Therefore, in this 
study, we quantified the role of institutional mistrust on 
child vaccination uptake in 22 African countries.

METHODS
Study design
We matched child vaccination status with the degree 
of institutional trust measured at the first subnational 
administrative level in 22 African countries and assessed 
how changes in institutional trust were associated with 
changes in child vaccination status.

Data sources
The information on institutional trust was obtained from 
the Afrobarometer surveys periodically administered in 
37 African countries since 1999.34 The Afrobarometer 
surveys are representative at the national and the first 
subnational administrative levels. In Africa, the name of 
the first subnational administrative level varies between 
countries; for convenience, we therefore denote it by 
‘subnational region’. The surveys asked respondents how 
much they trust their relatives, people in general and 
public institutions of their country: the head of state, 
parliament, the electoral system, courts and local govern-
ment.

Information on child vaccination status came from the 
Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS).35 The DHS 
are nationally representative periodic surveys adminis-
tered in most African countries. The surveys collected 
rich information on child health, including the vaccina-
tion status, for all children under 5 years of age. From 
DHS phase VII onwards, vaccination information was 
only collected for children under 3 years of age. Online 
supplemental appendix 1 provides more information 
and presents the child vaccination status for each survey 
included in the sample. The surveys further provided 
us with a wide range of variables at the child, parental, 
household and community level that could be correlated 
with child’s vaccination status and institutional mistrust.

There were 22 countries with at least one overlapping 
Afrobarometer and DHS survey. We matched the two 
surveys using information on the subnational region, as 
described in online supplemental appendix 1. In total, 
we have data on 166 953 children from 41 DHS surveys 
administered in 22 countries covering 216 subnational 
regions. The earliest DHS survey included in the study 
was administered in 2004 and the latest in 2018.

Definitions of institutional trust and child vaccination status
The institutional trust variables were measured at the 
subnational region level. Applying the Afrobarometer 
sampling weights, we calculated the share of population 
in each region that reported no trust in their head of 
state, parliament, electoral system, courts or local govern-
ment. To account for the high correlation across these 
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five dimensions of institutional trust, we applied a prin-
cipal component analysis method to construct a single 
index of mistrust in public institutions (online supple-
mental appendix 2).

Following WHO guidelines,36 we excluded children 
younger than 12 months from the sample and focused 
on the eight basic child vaccinations: BCG; three doses 
of diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus; three doses of polio 
vaccine and one dose of measles- containing vaccine. The 
vaccination information in the DHS is first and foremost 
based on the information recorded on the vaccination 
card but if no card existed, caregiver’s report on the 
child’s vaccinations was used.

Statistical analyses
Our statistical approach exploited longitudinal variation 
in institutional trust within subnational regions. Our 
fixed effects regression model answered the question: 
‘What is the difference in child vaccination completion in 
a given subnational region between birth years when the 
level of institutional trust is low compared with another 
year when institutional trust is high?’ We considered 
two binary outcome variables: one capturing children 
who had not received any of the eight basic vaccinations 
and one capturing children who had received all eight 
basic vaccinations. In additional analyses, we consid-
ered uptake of each of the eight basic vaccines as sepa-
rate outcome variables. We modelled child’s vaccination 
status as a function of the level of institutional mistrust 
in the subnational region at the time of the child’s birth:

 
prob (Yirt = 1) = Φ(βDrt + X′

irtγ + θr + τt) 

where  Yirt  is the child’s vaccination status, indexed for 
child i, subnational region r and year of DHS survey 
t. The variable D is the exposure variable, an index 
measuring institutional mistrust in subnational region r 
in which the child is located at the time of his/her birth t. 
Coefficient β is estimated from the model and represents 
the conditional association between institutional mistrust 
and child’s vaccination status. In additional analyses, 
we considered the different dimensions of institutional 
mistrust as exposure variables.

In line with similar multilevel studies,37–39 we kept 
the unit of analysis at the individual level to control for 
individual and household level characteristics. Vector X 
includes several control variables at the child, parent, 
household and community level that could be correlated 
with child’s vaccinations status and institutional mistrust. 
These variables include child’s age (binary variables 
capturing age cohorts), sex and a birth- order and birth- 
interval variable; maternal age and age at which her first 
child was born; maternal and paternal level of education; 
household wealth, demographics and location (rural/
urban). We further controlled for access to and utilisa-
tion of healthcare services at the household and DHS 
cluster level. Online supplemental appendix 3 provides 
more information about these variables.

The subnational region fixed effects ( θr ) controlled 
for time- invariant unobserved heterogeneity within 
regions. As a result, β was estimated from temporal vari-
ations within the subnational region in which the child 
resided at the time of his/her birth. The survey year 
fixed effects (τt) controlled for unobserved variation in 
the sample across DHS survey years. All models were esti-
mated using logistic regressions. The subnational region 
and survey year fixed effects were accommodated using 
a dummy variable estimator approach.40 The coefficients 
were reported as ORs and CIs were calculated from SEs 
clustered at the subnational region level. We used Stata 
(V.15.1) for all statistical analyses.

We ran multiple robustness checks to assess the sensi-
tivity of our findings. We considered alternative model 
specifications by varying the set of control variables and 
fixed effects. Information about maternal religion was not 
consistently available in DHS surveys and therefore not 
controlled for in the main regression models. To explore 
whether the association between institutional mistrust 
and child vaccination status is driven by maternal reli-
gion, we re- ran our regressions by adding maternal reli-
gion and restricting the sample to surveys in which this 
information was available. Moreover, both child vaccina-
tion status and institutional mistrust could be correlated 
with non- institutional forms of mistrust. To this end, 
we explored the relationship between child vaccination 
status and non- institutional mistrust indicators, including 
mistrust in people and a proxy for mistrust in medicine. 
For the latter, we relied on mother’s refusal to consent 
to a free and non- invasive blood test for anaemia or 
HIV. Available in the DHS surveys, this variable has been 
considered as a revealed- preference measure of mistrust 
in medicine.41 Some children in the DHS were not born 
in the same cluster in which their household resided 
during the survey. To explore whether our findings were 
biased because of migrant households, we restricted the 
sample to children whose mother had lived in the same 
DHS cluster at least since the child was born. To explore 
the possibility that our findings were driven by a partic-
ular country (eg, due to its size or because of unusu-
ally high or low levels of institutional mistrust or child 
vaccination coverage) or a particular region in Africa, 
we re- ran our regressions by omitting each country and 
region at a time from the sample. Information on vacci-
nation status was missing for 1.18% of eligible children; 
they were excluded from the sample. Following WHO 
guidelines,36 we tested the robustness of our findings to 
including these children in the sample and treating them 
as not having received any vaccine. We further tested the 
robustness of our findings to the use of various sampling 
weights. Finally, we explored whether our findings also 
hold when aggregating the analysis at the level of the first 
subnational administrative level.

RESULTS
Summary statistics on child vaccination status and 
mistrust in public institutions are presented in table 1. 
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About 6% of the children aged 12–59 months in our 
sample had not received any of the eight basic vaccina-
tions while 62% had received all. Institutional mistrust 
at the subnational regional level was highest with respect 
to the electoral system (with 20% of the population 
indicating having ‘no trust at all’), followed by mistrust 
in local government (18%), parliament (17%), head of 
state (14%) and courts (14%). The SD measured from 
within subnational region variations ranged between 
7.5 (mistrust in parliament) and 10.7 (electoral system) 
percentage points indicating considerable temporal 
variation in mistrust levels within the same subnational 
region. Subnational region level child vaccination 
status and the degree of public mistrust in each of the 
22 countries are shown in figure 1, based on the most 
recent available data for each country. Compared with 
countries in Eastern Africa, institutional mistrust in 
public institutions was generally higher among coun-
tries in West Africa and Southern Africa. The map 
further indicates that child vaccination coverage was 
higher in Eastern Africa than in West and Southern 
Africa. However, the maps also highlight considerable 
subnational variations in levels of mistrust and vaccina-
tion coverage. Using these data, we found that regional 
mistrust in public institutions was positively correlated 
with the percentage of children having received none 
of the basic vaccinations (correlation coefficient: 0.23; 
p<0.001) and negatively correlated with the percentage 
of children having received all eight basic vaccina-
tions (correlation coefficient: −0.26; p<0.001) (online 
supplemental appendix 4).

Our multivariable fixed effects logistic regressions 
indicated that institutional mistrust was strongly asso-
ciated with child vaccination status (table 2). A 1 SD 
increase in the institutional mistrust index was asso-
ciated with a 10% increase in the likelihood that the 
child had not received any of the basic vaccines (95% CI 

of ORs: 1.03 to 1.18). Similarly, a 1 SD increase in the 
institutional mistrust index was associated with a 6% 
decrease in the likelihood that the child had received 
all basic vaccinations (95% CI: 0.92 to 0.97).

Institutional mistrust was negatively associated with 
the likelihood that a child had received each of the 
eight individual basic vaccinations (figure 2). The ORs 
ranged between 0.92 and 0.96 indicating that a 1 SD 
increase in the institutional mistrust index decreased 
the likelihood that the child had received a specific 
vaccine by 4%–8%.

Each of the five dimensions of institutional mistrust 
were individually correlated with child vaccination 
status (table 3). The negative association with child 
vaccination status was strongest for mistrust in courts, 
the parliament and local government. The ORs in 
table 3 quantify the change in child vaccination status 
when the mistrust in the share of population in the 
subnational region changes from 0% to 100%. Thus, 
a 10% point increase in mistrust in parliament, for 
instance, was associated with an 11% increase in the 
likelihood that the child had not received any of the 
basic vaccines and with a 3.7% decrease in the likeli-
hood that the child had received all basic vaccinations.

Results from several robustness analyses are provided 
in the online supplemental appendix. Our regres-
sion results were robust to different subsets of controls 
and fixed effects (online supplemental appendix 5). 
Controlling for maternal religion had no influence on 
our main findings (online supplemental appendix 6). In 
contrast to institutional mistrust, we found that mistrust 
in relatives and people in general was not significantly 
related to child vaccination status (online supplemental 
appendix 7). While the proxy for local mistrust in medi-
cine was strongly and negatively correlated with child 
vaccination status, adding it as an additional control in 
our main regression models did not alter the estimated 

Table 1 Summary statistics on child vaccination status and mistrust in public institutions

N %/Mean

SD

Min MaxOverall
Between 
regions

Within 
regions

Child vaccination status

None of the basic vaccinations (%) 166 953 6.35 24.38 8.10 23.33 0.00 100

All basic vaccinations (%) 166 953 62.48 48.42 17.94 45.63 0.00 100

Mistrust in public institutions

Mistrust in head of state (%) 166 953 14.36 12.06 11.11 9.26 0.00 69.67

Mistrust in parliament (%) 166 953 16.66 10.89 10.01 7.50 0.00 62.50

Mistrust in electoral system (%) 166 953 20.21 14.37 12.99 10.67 0.00 80.75

Mistrust in courts (%) 166 953 14.11 10.53 10.89 5.47 0.00 79.50

Mistrust in local government (%) 166 953 18.31 10.93 10.27 7.65 0.00 66.67

Standardised institutional mistrust 
index (mean)

166 953 0.00 1.00 1.02 0.69 −1.74 5.08

The standardised institutional mistrust index was constructed using a principal component analysis method that combined the level of 
mistrust in the head of state, parliament, electoral system, courts and local government (see online supplemental appendix 2).
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ORs for mistrust in public institutions (online supple-
mental appendix 7). Restricting the sample to children 
whose mother had lived in the same cluster at least since 
the child’s birth resulted in near- identical regression esti-
mates (online supplemental appendix 8). The estimated 
association between institutional mistrust and child 

vaccination status remained stable when individual coun-
tries and regions (Central, Eastern, Southern and West 
Africa) were omitted from the sample (online supple-
mental appendix 9) and when children with missing vacci-
nation information were treated as not having received 
any vaccine (online supplemental appendix 10). Our 

Figure 1 Maps A and B present the child vaccination status from the most recent DHS survey used in this study. Table A.1 
in online supplemental appendix 1 provides on overview of the DHS surveys used by country. Categories represent quintiles. 
Map C presents the degree of mistrust in public institutions from the most recent Afrobarometer survey used in this study. 
Table A.7 in online supplemental appendix 2 provides an overview of the Afrobarometer surveys used by country. Categories 
represent quintiles of the mistrust in public institutions index we constructed (online supplemental appendix 2 provides detailed 
information). Using the data presented in these maps, we found that regional mistrust in public institutions was positively 
correlated with the percentage of children having received none of the basic vaccinations (correlation coefficient: 0.23; p< 
0.001) and negatively correlated with the percentage of children having received all basic vaccinations (correlation coefficient: 
-0.26; p< 0.001).

Table 2 Regression results for the association between institutional mistrust and child vaccination status

None of the basic vaccinations All basic vaccinations

N OR* (95% CI) P value N OR* (95% CI) P value

Standardised institutional 
mistrust index

162 823 1.10 (1.03 to 1.18) 0.003 166 953 0.94 (0.92 to 0.97) 0.00002

Data are ORs from logistic regression that regressed child vaccination status on a standardised index of public mistrust (continuous 
measure). Each OR quantifies the associated change in the likelihood that the child had not received any of the basic vaccinations or 
the likelihood that the child had received all basic vaccinations when public mistrust is increased by 1 SD. Sample restricted to children 
aged 12–59 months. Subnational regions without variation in the outcome variable were omitted from the sample resulting in a different 
number of observations (N) across the models.
*Adjusted for differences in child’s age (binary variables for different age cohorts), sex, birth- order and birth- interval; maternal age and 
age at which her first child was born; maternal and paternal level of education; household wealth, demographics and location (rural/
urban); time- invariant subnational region characteristics (subnational region fixed effects) and variation across DHS survey years 
(survey- year fixed effects). We further controlled for access to and utilisation of healthcare services at the household and DHS cluster 
level.
DHS, Demographic and Health Surveys.
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results were also robust to the use of sampling weights, 
including those correcting for multicountry survey 
representativeness (online supplemental appendix 11). 

Finally, our findings were robust to aggregating the anal-
ysis at the first sub- national administrative level (online 
supplemental appendix 12).

Figure 2 Regression results for the association between institutional mistrust and vaccine type. Data are ORs from logistic 
regressions that regressed child's vaccine status on a standardised index of public mistrust (continuous measure). Each OR 
quantifies the associated change in the likelihood that the child had received the vaccine when public mistrust is increased 
by 1 SD. dpt1=first dose of diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus vaccine; dpt2=second dose of diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus 
vaccine; dpt3=third dose of diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus vaccine; measles=one dose of measles- containing vaccine; 
polio1=first dose of polio vaccine; polio2=second dose of polio vaccine; polio3=third dose of polio vaccine. Sample restricted 
to children aged 12–59 months. Subnational regions without variation in the outcome variable were omitted from the sample 
resulting in a different number of observations (N) across the models. *Adjusted for differences in child's age (binary variables 
for different age cohorts), sex, birth- order and birth- interval; maternal age and age at which her first child was born; maternal 
and paternal level of education; household wealth, demographics and location (rural/urban); time- invariant subnational region 
characteristics (subnational region fixed effects) and variation across the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) survey years 
(survey- year fixed effects). We further controlled for access to and utilisation of healthcare services at the household and DHS 
cluster level.

Table 3 Regression results for the association between different dimensions of institutional mistrust and child vaccination 
status

None of the basic vaccinations All basic vaccinations

N OR* (95% CI) P value N OR* (95% CI) P value

Mistrust in head of state 162 823 1.61 (0.1 to 2.60) 0.05 166 953 0.77 (0.60 to 0.98) 0.04

Mistrust in parliament 162 823 2.14 (1.15 to 3.97) 0.02 166 953 0.63 (0.50 to 0.81) 0.0003

Mistrust in electoral system 162 823 1.60 (1.08 to 2.37) 0.02 166 953 0.80 (0.67 to 0.95) 0.01

Mistrust in courts 162 823 2.65 (1.34 to 5.23) 0.005 166 953 0.37 (0.25 to 0.55) 0.000001

Mistrust in local government 162 823 2.06 (1.16 to 3.65) 0.01 166 953 0.66 (0.51 to 0.85) 0.001

Data are ORs from a logistic regression that regressed child vaccination status on a dimension of public mistrust (continuous measure). The ORs 
quantify the change in child vaccination status when mistrust in the subnational region changes from 0% to 100%. Sample restricted to children 
aged 12–59 months. Subnational regions without variation in the outcome variable were omitted from the sample resulting in a different number of 
observations (N) across the models.
*Adjusted for differences in child’s age (binary variables for different age cohorts), sex, birth- order and birth- interval; maternal age and age at 
which her first child was born; maternal and paternal level of education; household wealth, demographics and location (rural/urban); time- invariant 
subnational region characteristics (subnational region fixed effects) and variation across DHS survey years (survey- year fixed effects). We further 
controlled for access to and utilisation of healthcare services at the household and DHS cluster level.
DHS, Demographic and Health Surveys.
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DISCUSSION
Vaccine hesitancy is considered as one of the most impor-
tant threats to global health.42 A less explored dimension 
of vaccine hesitancy relates to a lack of trust in public insti-
tutions that oversee vaccination campaigns and healthcare 
services. To our knowledge, this study is the first to quan-
tify the role of institutional mistrust on child vaccination 
uptake based on a child- level analysis in a large number of 
African countries. We found that increases in mistrust in 
public institutions were strongly and negatively correlated 
with child vaccination uptake, even after controlling for 
differences in a number of child, caregiver, household and 
community characteristics, including access to and utilisa-
tion of healthcare services.

These findings resonate with various qualitative reports 
highlighting the role of institutional trust in vaccination 
hesitancy across Africa.28–32 They are also in line with a 
quantitative study from the Democratic Republic of Congo 
during the Ebola disease epidemic that documented asso-
ciations between low trust in the government and Ebola 
vaccine acceptance.33 We advanced this literature in two 
ways. First, we considered a large number of countries 
from Africa—a continent that is lagging behind in terms 
of child vaccination coverage.4 Second, while gathering 
experimental evidence on this topic is challenging, we 
moved beyond simple associations by using subnational 
region and survey year fixed effects models that further 
controlled for differences in various child, parent, house-
hold and community characteristics. We also conducted a 
battery of sensitivity checks that confirmed our findings. 
An important limitation relates to the fact that we measure 
mistrust at the subnational region level, which may mask 
heterogeneity in trust and vaccination coverage within 
subnational regions. New survey tools have been developed 
to assess the nature and scale of vaccination hesitancy,43 44 
but so far the application to African countries has been 
restricted to cross- country comparisons.15 Incorporating 
these types of questions directly into the DHS would allow 
researchers to measure both trust and vaccination coverage 
at the household level.

Most of the world’s unvaccinated or undervaccinated 
children are located in Africa.4 Aggregate numbers on 
vaccination coverage hide large subnational disparities,6 
some of which could be due to high degrees of institu-
tional mistrust. Recognising the extent to which a lack 
of institutional trust jeopardises vaccination campaigns 
is crucial to improve immunisation rates. An obvious 
implication of these findings is to strengthen ongoing 
communication efforts on the benefits of vaccines and to 
address myths and misunderstandings. However, aware-
ness raising is unlikely to be sufficient unless trust and 
confidence in those providing the information and deliv-
ering vaccination services are increased.45 This calls for 
empowering local authorities with financial and technical 
capacity and with communication strategies to address 
mistrust.46 For instance, the CORE Group partner project 
in North East Nigeria has managed to reduce vaccine 
hesitancy by constructing trusted spaces for community 

dialogue and engagement in a challenging environ-
ment.47 Lessons from other successful campaigns high-
light the importance of engaging with trusted political or 
religious leaders.45 48 Moreover, a better understanding of 
the origins of mistrust in relation to vaccine hesitancy is 
needed to guide specific policies in each country. African 
economic development has been deeply rooted in the 
colonial past and in the history of slave trade.49 Emerging 
evidence suggests that even today, these past experiences 
may explain vaccine hesitancy and ineffectiveness of 
health interventions in the continent.41 Further research 
is needed to identify the mechanisms through which the 
determinants of vaccine hesitancy such as the level of 
education, socioeconomic status, media exposure and 
social norms interact with public mistrust.15 50 51 The 
role of social networks also needs scrutiny, particularly 
in the context of COVID-19, where restricted mobility 
and physical isolation have provided online communities 
a new platform for spreading antivaccination views.52 53 
Trust- smart policies are needed to protect the 2.6 million 
under-5 children estimated to be at risk of dying due to 
vaccine- preventable diseases by 2030.54
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